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Synology is the leading NAS vendor in the global market. As a 

dedicated NAS server provider, we aim to leverage the latest 

technologies to deliver innovative products that make a difference 

to individuals and businesses. Between individual activities and 

technology, Synology bridges the gap and offers a human-centric 

approach to storing the data of tomorrow.
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The safety and security of facility environments, people and assets are essential. Synology Surveillance 

Station offers all-around monitoring solutions for you to guarantee maximum protection and ensuing 

investigations. Whether it is commercial, industrial, or residential environments, you can access video 

surveillance anytime, anywhere by browsers or mobile devices.

Unlike traditional analog CCTV, Surveillance Station’s IP-camera infrastructure can be effortlessly scaled up 

as your needs and budget grow. Thanks to the increasing availability of Ethernet, IP surveillance solution 

becomes incredibly flexible and convenient. The extensive support of more than 2,300 cameras and ONVIF 

Profile S further ensure the freedom to choose the equipment that best suits your needs, making your 

surveillance investment worth the peace of mind.

Surveillance Station runs on all Synology NAS devices.

WHAT IS SURVEILLANCE 
STATION?

CENTRAL 
MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM

LIVE VIEW

SMART 
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Live View
KEEP AN EYE ON ALL YOUR IP CAMERAS IN REAL TIME
Log in from a web browser to pull up any live footage, or monitor on-the-go with the free DS cam app on iOS/Android. No matter where you 

are – on a bus, at the office, or at the other side of the world – you will always stay on top of everything.

Watch Up to 49 Channels in Full HD
Surveillance Station aims to fulfill all monitoring needs, from your front 

yard to a large scale deployment across multiple environments. To take in 

all the views, you can watch up to 49 channels, each with 1080p resolution, 

on a single screen. Nothing can escape your sight.

Wanting to customize different sizes for different live feeds? Flexible layout 

management tools offer the possibility to do so. Drag to resize. Move each 

channel to its ideal position. Before long, you will have a whole surveillance 

wall tailored to your requirements.

Track any objects that are removed in a 

pre-defined area.

Adjust a camera’s viewing angle on-

screen.

Review all unusual events in the past  

hour with Analytics Chart.
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Cameras that Best Suit Your Needs

Optimize Your Live View Experience

Surveillance Station supports more than 2,300 cameras and is compatible 

with ONVIF Profile S. IT administrators can optimize them directly in the 

built-in advanced settings. Open Web API allows third-party developers to 

seamlessly integrate Surveillance Station with existing security systems. 

All this means that you have the freedom to choose cameras that best suit 

your needs, fine-tune them according to each environment, and obtain an 

ideal viewing experience.

When in full-screen mode, monitoring personnel need a quick way to 

access surveillance management tools. On-screen operation brings the 

tools right onto video feed.  Security personnel can take snapshots, direct 

a camera’s PTZ (Pan–Tilt–Zoom) actions and adjust its focus and iris right 

on the videos.

If you are monitoring a huge amount of live feeds, Live View Analytics offer 

six options, including Motion Detection, to identify and analyze real-time 

events with only a few clicks.

Fisheye camera adds a more cost-effective solution to eliminate blind spots 

than setting up multiple cameras at different angles. If anything suspicious 

appears, simply dewarp the regions for further investigation.
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Smart Management
A POWERFUL TOOL SET FOR VIEWING AND MANAGING RECORDINGS
Surveillance can be smart and automatic. When the amount of footage starts to grow, a powerful set of tools is available for finding, 

analyzing and archiving all the recordings in an effective way.

Play Back the Way You Like It Search & Archive
Security personnel can go through recordings in many ways. Play back 

multiple footage in Sync mode when looking for something that might 

have occurred at a specific time point, or in Non-Sync mode to watch them 

without breaks. Alternatively, divide a single recording into four, and play 

them simultaneously with Time Slicing to save time. Adjust the brightness, 

contrast, saturation and sharpness of an image with Image Enhancement 

tools to make them clearer.

With a Calendar and a Timeline bar, navigating through recordings and 

locating a specific footage have never been easier. A customizable Smart 

Search, allowing searching recordings against six analytic attributes, 

further reduces the time required and eliminates false alarms.

Not sure what do with outdated footage? Archive them in a shared 

folder on your DiskStation, and download them whenever the need 

arises. Their originality can even be guaranteed by the Evidence Integrity 

Authenticator, making them legally admissible in court.

Watch all footage recorded at the same time 
by different cameras.

Go through a recording in a quarter 
of the time with Time Slicing.

Search to see if any foreign objects 
have entered a pre-defined area.

Identify if any cameras have 
been blocked intentionally.
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An Automated Surveillance System

Surveillance Anytime, Anywhere

Sometimes you are not there to monitor things, so schedule regular 

recordings or have IP cameras patrol a preset route for you. They can also 

be triggered by motion detection or alarms. Always rest assured that you 

do not miss out on any critical information.

The DS cam mobile app is perfectly designed for surveillance on the 

go. Watch up to six channels simultaneously on your Smartphone, play 

back events, take snapshots, and adjust cameras’ PTZ actions - all at your 

fingertips. Notification mechanisms including SMS, emails, Skype, and 

push notifications always keep you updated with unexpected incidents.

Check the status of all cameras and servers 
even when you are a thousand miles away.
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Central Management System
MULTIPLE SITES AND MULTIPLE SERVERS, ONE DASHBOARD
When the scale of a project pushes to 1,000 cameras, you need more manpower, more bandwidth, and most importantly, a reliable 

surveillance solution to put the whole system in order.

A large-scale surveillance deployment often involves multiple servers and even more IP cameras, each monitoring different geological locations. Synology 

Central Management System (CMS) centralizes all management work and monitors all footage from a single interface, yet retains the ability to fine-tune 

camera settings and user privileges locally.
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Set Up All Your Cameras Efficiently and 
Flexibly
Deploying hundreds of IP cameras used to be a formidable task. With CMS, 

cameras of the same model can be installed and configured in one step. 

No matter whether they are placed in an office, market or a warehouse, a 

security manager can optimize their performance according to the actual 

environment.

Make Surveillance Safe and Secure

Manage Cameras in Mass

With CMS, creating user accounts and managing their privileges become 

a centralized one-off process. Give different security officers access to 

different servers or IP cameras. Let them be surveillance “managers” or 

mere “spectators”. Or better yet, apply Windows AD, LDAP or Trust Domain 

functions, and immediately integrate the whole surveillance architecture 

with any existing account system an enterprise has laid down. Support 

for HTTPS and SSL/TLS connection ensures that whenever you log into 

Surveillance Station, your connection is secure.

Surveillance Station comes with a versatile tool set that facilitates large-

scale camera management. Organize cameras into groups to always watch 

them together, or use an interactive e-map to pinpoint the locations of all 

recording servers and IP cameras. A single Status Dashboard displays each 

camera’s information, as well as provides filters based on their attributes. 

All system alerts are aggregated by the host server, so administrators will 

stay tuned with everything.
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Surveillance Deployment Starts Here
Having difficulty finding a server that suits your need? Synology NVR 

Selector makes things a lot easier. Simply enter your monitoring 

requirements, and this online tool will recommend an appropriate NVR 

system for you. You can also check the compatibility of any IP camera 

models in our camera support list.

NVR Selector :

Surveillance Station IP camera Support List :

http://www.synology.com/support/nvr_selector

http://www.synology.com/support/camera

Sometimes for routine surveillance at a store counter, an office front desk 

or a building reception area, a pricey dedicated computer is not necessary, 

or simply cannot be accommodated. In these circumstances, Synology 

VisualStation is the ideal alternative: energy-efficient, cost-effective and 

incredibly flexible. Just plug an Ethernet cable into the device, connect it 

to an LCD-monitor or a TV, power on, and you are on Surveillance Station.

With VS240HD, anyone can effortlessly watch recordings on Timeline or up 

to 24 Live View channels, perform PTZ actions, take snapshots and export 

them to an external storage device - all by using an USB mouse. You don’t 

need a complex equipment setup to enjoy a personal TV wall!

TV Wall at 
Your Counter
MONITORING MULTIPLE CAMERAS 
IN A LIMITED SPACE? TRY 
VisualStation.
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   model RS10613xs+ RS3614xs+
RS3412xs/

RS3412RPxs
DS3612xs

RS2414+/
RS2414RP+

RS814+/
RS814RP+

DS2413+ DS1813+ DS1513+ DS713+ DS412+

Max. HDD Support(1)(2) 10X 5TB 12X 5TB 10X 5TB 12X 5TB 12X 5TB 4X 5TB 12X 5TB 8X 5TB 5X 5TB 2X 5TB 4X 5TB

Max. Supported IP cam # 
(licenses required)(3) 70 80 50 50 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

Total Frames Per Second (FPS) 2100@720p 2400@720p 500@720p 500@720p 200@720p 200@720p 200@720p 200@720p 200@720p 200@720p 200@720p

Power Consumption(4) 
Access 142W 174W 115.5W 132W 105W 49.8W 111.1W 75.19W 51W 30.72W 44W

Power Consumption(4) 

HDD Hibernation 110W 82W 57.2W 57.2W 43W 33.6W 41.8W 34.12W 25.75W 17.88W 15W

   model DS214+ DS214play RS814 DS414 RS214 DS214 DS114 DS411slim DS413j DS214se DS213air DS213j DS112j

Max. HDD Support(1)(2) 2X 5TB 2X 5TB 4X 5TB 4X 5TB 2X 5TB 2X 5TB 1X 5TB 4X 1TB 4X 5TB 2X 5TB 2X 5TB 2X 5TB 1X 5TB

Max. Supported IP cam # 
(licenses required)(3) 16 8 16 16 8 12 8 8 5 5 8 5 5

Total Frames Per Second (FPS) 480@720p 240@720p 480@720p 480@720p 200@720p 360@720p 200@720p 20@720p 70@720p 50@720p 40@720p 50@720p 10@720p

Power Consumption(4) 
Access 27.62W 28.74W 42W 39.35W 25.8W 22.64W 16.25W 16.8W 31.56W 19.14W 22.44W 19.82W 12.1W

Power Consumption(4) 

HDD Hibernation 9.26W 11.5W 18W 14.29W 13.6W 9.12W 6.88W 9.6W 7.68W 3.59W 5.76W 3.65W 4.4W

   model VS240HD

External Device Interface 4X USB 2.0

LAN 1X Gigabit LAN

Video Output  HDMI X2

Audio Output 1X 3.5mm Stereo Audio Jack

Max. Video Resolution 1080p

Max. Channel Number  24 (240FPS@720p)

Video Compression Format MJPEG, MPEG-4, H.264

Audio Codec PCM, ADPCM, G711, G726, AMR, AAC

Size (mm) (HxWxD) 166 X 71 X 224

Power Consumption 14.4W

DiskStation/
RackStation

DiskStation/
RackStation

VS240HD

(1) HDD not included. Check www.synology.com for a compatibility list.
(2) Supported volume type varies based on models: 
      (a)1-bay model: Basic
      (b)2-bay model: Basic, JBOD, RAID 0/1, SHR
      (c)4-bay to 12-bay model: Basic, JBOD, RAID0/1/5/6/10, RAID 5+Spare, SHR
      (d)DiskStation DS713+ supports RAID 5/6/10/5+Spare only with DX513 or DX213.
(3) 1 free license to install 1 IP camera. Additional licenses can be purchased to expand the license quota.
(4) The power consumption numbers are for reference only and vary between each model and storage capacity.



SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION

To learn more about system requirements and limitation for each feature, please 

visit www.synology.com

To learn more about Synology DiskStation & RackStation and how it can help 

support your data storage efforts, please visit www.synology.com

The customer is responsible for ensuring compliance with legal requirements. It 

is the customer’s sole responsibility to obtain advice of competent legal counsel 

as to the identification and interpretation of any relevant laws and regulatory 

requirements that may affect the customer’s business and any actions the 

customer may need to take to comply with such laws. Synology does not provide 

legal advice or represent or warrant that its services and products will ensure that 

the customer is in compliance with any law or regulation.

Synology® and other Synology marks, logos and any other product or service 

name or slogan contained in this document are trademarks of Synology and 

its suppliers or licensors, and may not be copied, imitated or used, in whole 

or in part, without the prior written permission of Synology or the applicable 

trademark holder. All other trademarks, registered trademarks, product names 

and company names or logos mentioned in the document are the property of 

their respective owners.

No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form without 

written permission from Synology Incorporated.

Product data has been reviewed for accuracy as of the date of initial publication. 

Data and product information are subject to change without notice. Any 

statements regarding Synology’s future direction and intent are subject to 

change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

© Copyright Synology Incorporated
Produced in Taiwan
February 2014
Surveillance Guide-L-2014-ENU-REV001
All Rights Reserved
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